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rather than by microtubule reorganization. Thus,
polarization of the DVaxis is independent of the
formation of the microtubule array that defines
the AP axis, as previously proposed.
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Signatures of Majorana Fermions in
Hybrid Superconductor-Semiconductor
Nanowire Devices
V. Mourik,1* K. Zuo,1* S. M. Frolov,1 S. R. Plissard,2 E. P. A. M. Bakkers,1,2 L. P. Kouwenhoven1†

Majorana fermions are particles identical to their own antiparticles. They have been theoretically
predicted to exist in topological superconductors. Here, we report electrical measurements on
indium antimonide nanowires contacted with one normal (gold) and one superconducting
(niobium titanium nitride) electrode. Gate voltages vary electron density and define a tunnel
barrier between normal and superconducting contacts. In the presence of magnetic fields on the
order of 100 millitesla, we observe bound, midgap states at zero bias voltage. These bound states
remain fixed to zero bias, even when magnetic fields and gate voltages are changed over
considerable ranges. Our observations support the hypothesis of Majorana fermions in nanowires
coupled to superconductors.

All elementary particles have an anti-
particle of opposite charge (for example,
an electron and a positron); the meet-

ing of a particle with its antiparticle results in
the annihilation of both. A special class of par-
ticles, called Majorana fermions, are predicted
to exist that are identical to their own anti-
particle (1). They may appear naturally as ele-

mentary particles or emerge as charge-neutral
and zero-energy quasi-particles in a supercon-
ductor (2, 3). Particularly interesting for the
realization of qubits in quantum computing are
pairs of localized Majoranas separated from each
other by a superconducting region in a topolog-
ical phase (4–11).

On the basis of earlier and later semiconductor-
based proposals (6, 7), Lutchyn et al. (8) and
Oreg et al. (9) have outlined the necessary in-
gredients for engineering a nanowire device that
should accommodate pairs of Majoranas. The
starting point is a one-dimensional (1D) nano-
wire made of semiconducting material with
strong spin-orbit interaction (Fig. 1A). In the
presence of a magnetic field B along the axis

of the nanowire (i.e., a Zeeman field), a gap is
opened at the crossing between the two spin-
orbit bands. If the Fermi energy m is inside this
gap, the degeneracy is twofold, whereas outside
the gap it is fourfold. The next ingredient is to
connect the semiconducting nanowire to an
ordinary s-wave superconductor (Fig. 1A). The
proximity of the superconductor induces pairing
in the nanowire between electron states of oppo-
site momentum and opposite spins and induces
a gap, D. Combining this twofold degeneracy
with an induced gap creates a topological super-
conductor (4–11). The condition for a topolog-
ical phase is EZ > (D2 + m2)1/2, with the Zeeman
energy EZ = gmBB/2 (g is the Landé g factor, mB
is the Bohr magneton). Near the ends of the
wire, the electron density is reduced to zero, and
subsequently, m will drop below the subband
energies such that m2 becomes large. At the points
in space where EZ = (D2 + m2)1/2, Majoranas arise
as zero-energy (i.e., midgap) bound states—one
at each end of the wire (4, 8–11).

Despite their zero charge and energy, Ma-
joranas can be detected in electrical measure-
ments. Tunneling spectroscopy from a normal
conductor into the end of the wire should re-
veal a state at zero energy (12–14). Here, we
report the observation of such zero-energy peaks
and show that they rigidly stick to zero energy
while changing B and gate voltages over large
ranges. Furthermore, we show that this zero-
bias peak (ZBP) is absent if we take out any
of the necessary ingredients of the Majorana
proposals; that is, the rigid ZBP disappears for
zero magnetic field, for a magnetic field par-
allel to the spin-orbit field, or when we take
out the superconductivity.
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We use InSb nanowires (15), which are
known to have strong spin-orbit interaction and
a large g factor (16). From our earlier quantum-
dot experiments, we extract a spin-orbit length
lso ≈ 200 nm corresponding to a Rashba param-
eter a ≈ 0.2 eV·Å (17). This translates to a spin-
orbit energy scale a2m*/(2ħ2) ≈ 50 meV (m* =
0.015me is the effective electron mass in InSb,
me is the bare electron mass, and ħ is Planck’s
constant h divided by 2p). Importantly, the g
factor in bulk InSb is very large (g ≈ 50), yield-
ing EZ/B ≈ 1.5 meV/T. As shown below, we find
an induced superconducting gap D ≈ 250 meV.
Thus, for m = 0, we expect to enter the topo-
logical phase for B ~ 0.15 T where EZ starts to
exceed D. The energy gap of the topological
superconductor is estimated to be a few kelvin
(17), if we assume a ballistic nanowire. The
topological gap is substantially reduced in a dis-
ordered wire (18, 19). We have measured mean
free paths of ~300 nm in our wires (15), implying
a quasi-ballistic regime in micrometer-long wires.
With these numbers, we expect Majorana zero-
energy states to become observable below 1 K
and around 0.15 T.

A typical sample is shown in Fig. 1B.We first
fabricate a pattern of narrow (50-nm) and wider
(300-nm) gates on a silicon substrate (20). The
gates are covered by a thin Si3N4 dielectric be-
fore we randomly deposit InSb nanowires. Next,
we electrically contact those nanowires that
have landed properly relative to the gates. The
lower contact in Fig. 1B fully covers the bottom
part of the nanowire. We have designed the up-
per contact to only cover half of the top part of
the nanowire, avoiding complete screening of
the underlying gates. This allows us to change
the Fermi energy in the section of the nanowire
(NW) with induced superconductivity. We have
used either a normal (N) or superconducting (S)
material for the lower and upper contacts, re-
sulting in three sample variations: (i) N-NW-S,
(ii) N-NW-N, and (iii) S-NW-S. Here, we dis-
cuss our main results on the N-NW-S devices,
whereas the other two types, serving as control
devices, are described in (20).

To perform spectroscopy on the induced su-
perconductor, we created a tunnel barrier in the
nanowire by applying a negative voltage to a
narrow gate (dark green area in Fig. 1, B and C).
A bias voltage applied externally between the N
and S contacts drops almost completely across
the tunnel barrier. In this setup, the differential
conductance dI/dV at voltage V and current I is
proportional to the density of states at energy E =
eV (where e is the charge on the electron) relative
to the zero-energy dashed line in Fig. 1C. Figure
1D shows an example taken at B = 0. The two
peaks at T250 meV correspond to the peaks in the
quasi-particle density of states of the induced
superconductor, providing a value for the in-
duced gap, D ≈ 250 meV. We generally find a
finite dI/dV in between these gap edges. We ob-
serve pairs of resonances with energies symmetric
around zero bias superimposed on nonresonant

currents throughout the gap region. Symmetric
resonances likely originate from Andreev bound
states (21, 22), whereas nonresonant current in-
dicates that the proximity gap has not fully de-
veloped (23).

Figure 2 summarizes our main result. Figure
2A shows a set of dI/dV-versus-V traces taken at

increasingB fields in 10-mTsteps from 0 (bottom
trace) to 490 mT (top trace), offset for clarity. We
again observe the gap edges at T250 meV. When
we apply a B field between ~100 and ~400 mT
along the nanowire axis, we observe a peak at
V= 0. The peak has an amplitude up to ~0.05·2e2/h
and is clearly discernible from the background
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Fig. 1. (A) Outline of theoretical proposals. (Top) Conceptual device layout with a semiconducting
nanowire in proximity to an s-wave superconductor. An external B field is aligned parallel to the wire.
The Rashba spin-orbit interaction is indicated as an effective magnetic field, Bso, pointing perpendicular
to the nanowire. The red stars indicate the expected locations of a Majorana pair. (Bottom) Energy, E,
versus momentum, k, for a 1D wire with Rashba spin-orbit interaction, which shifts the spin-down band
(blue) to the left and the spin-up band (red) to the right. Blue and red parabolas are for B = 0; black
curves are for B ≠ 0, illustrating the formation of a gap near k = 0 of size Ez (m is the Fermi energy with
m = 0 defined at the crossing of parabolas at k = 0). The superconductor induces pairing between states
of opposite momentum and opposite spin, creating a gap of size D. (B) Implemented version of the-
oretical proposals. Scanning electron microscope image of the device with normal (N) and super-
conducting (S) contacts. The S contact only covers the right part of the nanowire. The underlying gates,
numbered 1 to 4, are covered with a dielectric. [Note that gate 1 connects two gates, and gate 4
connects four narrow gates; see (C).] (C) (Top) Schematic of our device. (Bottom) illustration of energy
states. The green rectangle indicates the tunnel barrier separating the normal part of the nanowire on
the left from the wire section with induced superconducting gap, D. [In (B), the barrier gate is also
shown in green.] An external voltage, V, applied between N and S drops across the tunnel barrier. Red
stars again indicate the idealized locations of the Majorana pair. Only the left Majorana is probed in
this experiment. (D) Example of differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V at B = 0 and 65 mK, serving
as a spectroscopic measurement on the density of states in the nanowire region below the
superconductor. Data are from device 1. The two large peaks, separated by 2D, correspond to the quasi-
particle singularities above the induced gap. Two smaller subgap peaks, indicated by arrows, likely
correspond to Andreev bound states located symmetrically around zero energy. Measurements are
performed in dilution refrigerators with the use of the standard low-frequency lock-in technique
(frequency = 77 Hz, excitation = 3 mV) in the four-terminal (devices 1 and 3) or two-terminal (device 2)
current-voltage geometry.
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conductance. Above ~400 mT, we observe a pair
of peaks. The color panel in Fig. 2B provides an
overview of states and gaps in the plane of energy
and B field from –0.5 to 1 T. The observed sym-
metry around B = 0 is typical for all of our data

sets, demonstrating reproducibility and the ab-
sence of hysteresis. We indicate the gap edges
with horizontal green dashed lines (highlighted
only for B < 0). A pair of resonances crosses
zero energy at ~0.65 Twith a slope on the order

of EZ (highlighted by orange dotted lines). We
have followed these resonances up to high bias
voltages in (20) and identified them as Andreev
states bound within the gap of the bulk NbTiN
superconducting electrodes (~2 meV). In con-
trast, the ZBP sticks to zero energy over a range
of DB ~ 300mTcentered around ~250mT. Again
at ~400 mT, we observe two peaks located at
symmetric, finite biases.

To identify the origin of these ZBPs, we need
to consider various options including the Kondo
effect, Andreev bound states, weak antilocal-
ization, and reflectionless tunneling versus a
conjecture of Majorana bound states. ZBPs due
to the Kondo effect (24) or Andreev states bound
to s-wave superconductors (25) can occur at
finite B; however, with changing B, these peaks
then split and move to finite energy. A Kondo
resonance moves with 2EZ (24), which is easy to
dismiss as the origin for our ZBP because of the
large g factor in InSb. (Note that even a Kondo
effect from an impurity with g = 2 would be dis-
cernible.) Reflectionless tunneling is an enhance-
ment of Andreev reflection by time-reversed
paths in a diffusive normal region (26). As in
the case of weak antilocalization, the resulting
ZBP is maximal at B = 0 and disappears when
B is increased; see also (20). We thus conclude
that the above options for a ZBP do not provide
natural explanations for our observations. We
are not aware of any mechanism that could ex-
plain our observations, besides the conjecture of
a Majorana.

To further investigate the zero-biasness of
our peak, we measured gate voltage depend-
ences. Figure 3A shows a color panel with volt-
age sweeps on gate 2. The main observation is
the occurrence of two opposite types of behav-
ior. First, we observe peaks in the density of
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field–dependent spectroscopy. (A) dI/dV versus V at 70 mK
taken at different B fields (from 0 to 490 mT in 10-mT steps; traces are offset
for clarity, except for the lowest trace at B = 0). Data are from device 1.
Arrows indicate the induced gap peaks. (B) Color-scale plot of dI/dV versus V

and B. The ZBP is highlighted by a dashed oval; green dashed lines indicate
the gap edges. At ~0.6 T, a non-Majorana state is crossing zero bias with a
slope equal to ~3 meV/T (indicated by sloped yellow dotted lines). Traces in
(A) are extracted from (B).
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that in (C) the peak extends all the way to –10 V (19).] (D) Temperature dependence. dI/dV versus V at
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the ZBP at V = 100 meV is 0.12 T 0.01·2e2/h for all temperatures. A FWHM of 20 meV is measured
between the arrows. All data in this figure are from device 1.
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states that change with energy when changing
gate voltage (highlighted with yellow dotted
lines); these are the same resonances as shown
in Fig. 2B and analyzed in (20). The second
observation is that the ZBP from Fig. 2, which
we take at 175 mT, remains stuck to zero bias
while changing the gate voltage over a range
of several volts. Clearly, our gates work be-
cause they change the Andreev bound states by
~0.2 meV per volt on the gate. Panels (B) and
(C) in Fig. 3 underscore this observation with
voltage sweeps on a different gate, number 4.
Fig. 3B shows that, at zero magnetic field, no
ZBP is observed. At 200 mT, the ZBP becomes
again visible in Fig. 3C. Comparing the effect of
gates 2 and 4, we observe that neither moves the
ZBP away from zero.

Initially, Majorana fermions were predicted in
single-subband, 1D wires (8, 9), but further work
extended these predictions tomultisubbandwires
(27–30). In the nanowire section that is uncov-
ered, we can gate tune the number of occupied
subbands from 0 to ~4 with subband separa-
tions of several millielectron volts. Gate tuning
in the nanowire section covered with super-
conductor is much less effective due to efficient
screening. The number of occupied subbands in
this part is unknown, but it is most likely mul-
tiple subbands. As shown in figs. S9 and S11
of (20), we do have to tune gate 1 and the tunnel
barrier to the right regime to observe the ZBP.

We have measured in total several hundred
panels sweeping various gates on different de-

vices. Our main observations are (i) a ZBP exists
over a substantial voltage range for every gate
starting from the barrier gate until gate 4, (ii) we
can occasionally split the ZBP in two peaks
located symmetrically around zero, and (iii) we
can never move the peak away from zero to
finite bias (20). Data sets such as those in Figs. 2
and 3 demonstrate that the ZBP remains stuck to
zero energy over considerable changes in B and
gate voltage Vg.

Figure 3D shows the temperature dependence
of the ZBP. We find that the peak disappears at
~300 mK, providing a thermal-energy scale of
kBT ~ 30 meV (where kB is Boltzmann constant
and T is temperature). The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) at the lowest temperature is
~20 meV, which we believe is a consequence of
thermal broadening as 3.5·kBT(60 mK) = 18 meV.

Next, we verify explicitly that all the required
ingredients in the theoretical Majorana proposals
(Fig. 1A) are indeed essential for observing the
ZBP. We have already verified that a nonzero B
field is needed. We then test to see whether spin-
orbit interaction is crucial for the absence or
presence of the ZBP. Theory requires that the
external B has a component perpendicular to
Bso (the spin-orbit magnetic field). We have mea-
sured a second device in a different setup con-
taining a 3D vector magnet such that we can
sweep the B field in arbitrary directions. In Fig. 4,
we show dI/dV versus V while varying the an-
gle for a constant field magnitude. In Fig. 4A,
the plane of rotation is approximately equal to

the plane of the substrate. We clearly observe
that the ZBP comes and goes, depending on the
angle. The ZBP is completely absent around p/2,
which we thus deduce as the direction of Bso. In
Fig. 4B, the plane of rotation is perpendicular
to Bso. Indeed, we observe that the ZBP is now
present for all angles, because B is now always
perpendicular to Bso. These observations are in
full agreement with expectations for the spin-
orbit direction in our samples (17, 31). We have
further verified that this angle dependence is not
a result of the specific magnitude of B or a var-
iation in g factor (20).

As a last check, we have fabricated and
measured a device of identical design but with
the superconductor replaced by a normal Au
contact (that is, a N-NW-N geometry). In this
sample, we have not found any signature of a
peak that sticks to zero bias while changing
both B and Vg (20). This test experiment shows
that superconductivity is also an essential ingre-
dient for our ZBP.

To summarize, we have reproduced our ob-
servation of a rigid ZBP in three different devices
and in two different setups. Our general obser-
vations are: (i) a ZBP appears at finite B and
sticks to zero bias over a range from 0.07 to 1 T;
(ii) the ZBP remains at zero bias while changing
the voltage on any of our gates over large
ranges; (iii) the ZBP comes and goes with the
angle of the B field with respect to the wire
axis, which is in agreement with the expected
spin-orbit interaction; and (iv) the rigid ZBP is

Fig. 4. Magnetic-field ori-
entation dependence. dI/dV
versus V and varying the an-
gle of B at fixed magnitude.
Data fromdevice 2 aremea-
sured in a different setup
at ~150 mK; zero angle is
along the nanowire for both
panels. (A) Rotation of |B| =
200 mT in the plane of the
substrate. The ZBP is at a
maximum when B is parallel
and is absent when B is per-
pendicular to the wire. (B)
Rotation of |B| = 150mT in
the plane perpendicular to
Bso. The ZBP is now present
for all angles. The panels on
top show linecuts at angles
with corresponding colors in
(A) and (B). Panels on the
right side illustrate, from top
to bottom: (i) For B perpen-
dicular to Bso a gap opens
lifting fermion doubling, as
is required for Majoranas.
(ii) For B parallel to Bso, the
two spin bands from Fig. 1A
shift vertically by 2EZ. In this
configuration, a zero-energy
Majorana is not expected.
(iii) Panel of rotation of B for data in (A) is shown. (iv) Panel of rotation of B for data in (B) is shown.
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absent when the superconductor is replaced by
a normal conductor. Based on these observa-
tions, we conclude that our spectroscopy ex-
periment provides evidence for the existence of
Majorana fermions.

Improving the electron mobility and opti-
mizing the gate coupling will enable us to map
out the phase diagram of the topological super-
conductor in the plane of EZ and m (27–30). It
will be interesting to control the subband occu-
pation underneath the superconductor down to
a single subband to make direct comparisons to
theoretical models. Currently, we probe induced
gaps and states from all occupied subbands, each
with a different coupling to the tunnel barrier.
The topological state in the topmost subband
likely has the weakest coupling to the tunnel
barrier. Single-subband models (8, 9) predict
that one should observe a closing of the topo-
logical gap; however, in multisubband systems,
this gap closing may not be visible. The constant
gap in Fig. 2 may come from lower subbands.
The presence of multiple subbands together with
our finite temperature may also be the reason that
our ZBP is currently only ~5% of the theoretical
zero-temperature limit of 2e2/h (12, 14).

Finally, we note that this work does not
address the topological properties of Majorana
fermions. The first step toward demonstrating
topological protection would be the observa-
tion of conductance quantization (12, 32). Sec-
ond, in a Josephson tunnel junction with phase
difference ϕ and a pair of Majoranas on either
side, the current-phase relation becomes pro-
portional to sin(ϕ/2). The factor 2 is another
distinct Majorana signature, which should be
observable as an h/e flux periodicity in a

superconducting quantum interference device
measurement (8, 9). The last type of experiment
involves the exchange of Majoranas around each
other. Such braiding experiments can reveal their
non-Abelian statistics, which are the ultimate
proof of topologically protected Majorana fer-
mions (33–35).
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Unidirectional Growth of
Microbumps on (111)-Oriented and
Nanotwinned Copper
Hsiang-Yao Hsiao,1 Chien-Min Liu,1 Han-wen Lin,1 Tao-Chi Liu,1 Chia-Ling Lu,1

Yi-Sa Huang,1 Chih Chen,1* K. N. Tu2*

Highly oriented [111] Cu grains with densely packed nanotwins have been fabricated by
direct-current electroplating with a high stirring rate. The [111]-oriented and nanotwinned Cu
(nt-Cu) allow for the unidirectional growth of Cu6Sn5 intermetallics in the microbumps of
three-dimensional integrated-circuit packaging; a uniform microstructure in a large number of
microbumps of controlled orientation can be obtained. The high-density twin boundaries in the
nt-Cu serve as vacancy sinks during the solid-state reaction between Pb-free solder and Cu
and greatly reduce the formation of Kirkendall (or Frenkel) voids.

Achange from two-dimensional to three-
dimensional integrated circuits (3D IC)
is under way in the microelectronics in-

dustry as the limits of very-large-scale integration
in silicon chip technology are approached (1). In
essence, 3D IC is intended to bring packaging

technology and chip technology together. With
respect to scaling the density of solder bumps on
a chip surface, the diameter of a flip-chip solder
bump is about 100 mm today, and it should be
possible to reduce this to 1 mm. This improve-
ment will increase the density of bumps per unit

area by 4 orders of magnitude, yet the solder
volume will be reduced by 6 orders of magni-
tude. However, the melting point of the solder
remains unchanged, meaning that each micro-
bumpmay contain only a few grains after process-
ing. Variation in the grain orientation may lead to
a wide distribution of the orientation-dependent
properties of microbumps, which may in turn
lead to early failure and low reliability. This is
because certain grain orientations allow fast dif-
fusion and electromigration (2, 3). Because there
are a large number of microbumps on a stack of
chips in a 3D IC, achieving a uniform micro-
structure in several thousand of these micro-
bumps on each chip is a critical issue.

Maintaining control over the microstructure
of the microbumps is nontrivial because of
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